2017 Transforming Local
Government Conference
Case Study Application
Due August 12, 2016
Email to: Ryan Spillers rspillers@transformgov.org

Application Information
Case Study Title

Rethinking Training and Organizational Development

Jurisdiction Name

Adams County, Colorado

Jurisdiction Population

450,000+

Rapid Fire Session?
Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire presentations are fastpaced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction will have five minutes to make their presentations
using 15 PPT slides set on auto-forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round
tables to facilitate an energetic idea exchange. A cash bar will be available.)

✔ YES
___

___ NO

Project Leader (primary contact for application correspondence)
Name

Heather McDermott

Title

Chief Development Officer

Department

County Manager's Office

Phone

720-523-6185

E-mail

hmcdermott@adcogov.org

Full mailing address,
including zip code

Training & Development, 4430 S. Adams County, Ste 3300, Brighton, Colorado 80601

Twitter account
List additional presenters’ contact information below:

Nick Kittle, Chief Innovation Officer
720-523-6794
nkittle@adcogov.org
Jeff Newsome, Talent Development Specialist
720-523-6184
jnewsome@adcogov.org

1.

Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum

Not Your Daddy's Workplace Training: Rethinking delivery of organizational training and
development
This presentation will provide details on how Adams County overhauled a traditional HR training
program and turned it into a holistic program that empowered our employees as instructors,
leveraged classroom success into team strategy and expanded the program out to create
collaborative efforts with our community. We will share our data-driven strategy, an overview of
pilot projects, the challenges and successes.

2.

When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum

The program was initially conceived through a brainstorming session with the Chief Innovation
Officer and County Manager. The conversation generated ideas on how training could be made
more accessible to our employees, and provide opportunity to engage and empower
employees. The thought process was 'what if we created a training program based on the belief
that our employees were our best resource?' 'What if our employees were empowered to share
their skills as instructors?" 'What if we shared those same skills with our teams, our libraries, our
schools, our businesses and our municipalities?'

3.

How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed
previous processes, products, or services? 100 word maximum

The County's innovation was in the willingness to let go of a traditional and established belief
that training is primarily an HR function. Instead, the County subscribed to the view that training
is an organizational function, and when employees are invested in on a holistic level, the
benefits extend to our teams, organizations, and even our community.
Now processes are in place to funnel training information to employees that make the training
visible as a one-stop shop. In the process however, we have increased the number and variety
of instructors, trainings, and learning paths available to employees.

4.
Explain how the program or initiative substantially stretched or improved the boundaries
of ordinary governmental operations. 200 word maximum
Employees are now empowered to teach, and to take courses in 5 different pathways which now include
personal development and electives. The program has been marketed with new logos and brands that
consistently visually link the employee to the program. Two certificate programs are offered which provide
employees foundational principles for becoming a well rounded person in today's workforce and opportunity
to become effective and influential leaders within the County.
The County is in the process of utilizing partnerships with our libraries, non-profits, businesses, and our
municipalities to expand training opportunities and also to make the training program an enterprise zone for
the County.
As part of creating this culture of continuous improvement, the Training Team is also focused on
opportunities beyond class work. As part of the Lean Process Training, team facilitation and guidance in
implementing Lean principles is offered. The facilitation and assistance with process improvement provides
our citizens and employees with greater efficiencies, and results in less waste of taxpayer dollars.
Pilots programs are also being generated around mentoring, book clubs, Strengths Coaching, succession
planning, millennial engagement, internship programs with local high schools, and expanded online learning
opportunities towards industry specific certificate programs, such as Project Management.

5.
What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming? Were
strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the innovation? 200
word maximum

The primary initiators were our County Manager, Chief Innovation Officer, HR Director, and now
Chief Development Officer. The primary 'Training Team' now consists of the Chief Development
Officer and the Talent Development Specialist. The Talent Development Specialist worked
primarily to engage internal stakeholders - developing processes and opportunities to evaluate
progress, improve messaging, and ensure consistency around gathering meaningful data.
The County Manager, Chief Innovation Officer, and Chief Development Officer, have worked
closely to build external relationships with local colleges, our library district, municipalities,
non-profits and businesses. These external relationships have been strategically developed so
as to expand training opportunities for employees, and provide affordable training opportunities
to community partners, which in turn, generates a sustainable revenue stream for the program.
Additionally, part of the County's team is our employees. We believe that our employees are our
greatest strength. In this belief we have empowered our employees to identify their passion and
their skill and share it with there coworkers. In this, we have created a self-sustaining program
that employees are truly excited about.

6.
If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum

No private consultants were used or harmed in the development of this project.

7.
To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or
organi¬zations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on this
project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum

This program is completely replicable within any other jurisdiction. The County's innovation
was in a willingness to see training through a different lens and to enable staff who had the
capability to implement the desired change. While no organization have specifically modeled
themselves after the County's program, program implementation only started in May 2016.
Methodology for replicating the program would be provided in the proposed presentation and
would include the following:
* Gaining buy-in from leadership - assessments and suspicions
* Gathering baseline data
* Identifying objectives and key results
* Identifying and implementing key pilots projects

8.

What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum

In order to reduce costs, existing positions and talent were reorganized within the organization.
As a result, no additional costs were incurred. While the budget allocated to the program has
neither increased or decreased, 38 additional classes were offered in the first full quarter of the
program start-up, and over five new pilot opportunities were made available to employees at no
additional cost. Had the County utilized consultants to offer the classes and opportunities, the
cost would have been well over $86,000.

9.
Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program.
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum

The program's primarily obstacle has centered around data. Data was not collected in a
standardized, consistent, or sometimes meaningful manner under prior management. While
initial holes existed in our baseline data, we were able to gather enough information to verify
the suspicion that the program, on all levels, was on a steady decline.
Additionally, because the current learning management system (LMS) was purchased as an
add-on to the County's performance management system, some key high-level data has not
been readily available through the LMS side.
While both the LMS limitations currently remain, the Training Team developed processes to
ensure data entry into the LMS is done in a consistent manner so that no additional work is no
required in the translation of the information. Data not available from the LMS system is
manually added to a standard spreadsheet from which monthly and quarterly reports are
generated. Time required to do the manual manipulation is tracked and will be used to support
justification of an improved LMS module that meets the needs of the program.

10.
What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect?
How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in the
credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum

Baseline data gathered included the following: Number of class offerings, number of
attendees, number of unique class offerings, type of class, cost, instructor, number of unique
instructors, class rating, and instructor rating. In many instances, complete data sets were not
available, so the primary baseline centered on number of attendees per year, cost, and
number of unique classes and instructors.
Additionally, for the first half of 2016 the program operated under the traditional model, and for
the second half of 2016 it will have been operating under the restructured model. In the first
couple months of implementation, the number of unique class offerings and instructors have
been on the rise will instructor ratings have stayed well above a 4 out of 5-star rating. It is
anticipated that class attendance number will not demonstrate an increase immediately as
excitement is still being generated over the new program.
The processes implemented, the team's systematic verification of data, and feedback from
employees and external partners, indicate that a holistic program, empowering employees,
generates saved costs and increased training engagement.
11.
Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please list
the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum

To date there is not any formal media coverage.

12.
Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please list
the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum

To date there is not any formal media coverage.

13.
Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be
interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum

Nick Kittle, Chief Innovation Officer
720-523-6794
nkittle@adcogov.org
Jeff Newsome, Talent Development Specialist
720-523-6184
jnewsome@adcogov.org

14.
You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone.
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference
presentations. 200 word maximum
 How will you make the session creative and unique?
 How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?
 Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction.

Our business is instructional design and delivery. We develop activities and engagement
opportunities in all our presentations and intend to to the same in presenting at any
conference. Typically we utilize engaging formats, such as prezi over power point, meaningful
videos, humor, class activities and discussion.

15.

Anything else you would like to add? 200 word maximum

